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2CertifEYED

•Hello and thank you for joining 
this important meeting
•Consistency across all sites in all 
countries is of the utmost importance
•Standardization of procedures will be 
discussed
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VAE ExaminersVAE Examiners


 
Experienced and Experienced and certifiedcertified

 
personnel, personnel, ONLYONLY, , 

may perform refractions and visual acuity may perform refractions and visual acuity 
testing for these clinical trialstesting for these clinical trials



 
There should be at least two VAEs per site There should be at least two VAEs per site 
who consistently perform the testingwho consistently perform the testing



 
Four maximum (there may be some Four maximum (there may be some 
exceptions)exceptions)
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VAE SurveyVAE Survey



 

All VAEs must have a survey on file All VAEs must have a survey on file 


 

One survey for EACH VAEOne survey for EACH VAE


 

VAE FULL name,  Investigator name, site name, VAE FULL name,  Investigator name, site name, 
site numbersite number, city,  state OR country, city,  state OR country



 

Please leave the right side blankPlease leave the right side blank


 

Done as a WORD DOCUMENTDone as a WORD DOCUMENT


 

E mail to CertifEYED E mail to CertifEYED 


 

Print, sign, initialsPrint, sign, initials


 

Keep signed copy at the siteKeep signed copy at the site


 

No hand written, scanned or faxed  forms will be No hand written, scanned or faxed  forms will be 
acceptedaccepted
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The survey will be customized for your study

Certification starts with the survey
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Site VisitsSite Visits



 
Sites will be visited as determined by the Sites will be visited as determined by the 
sponsor sponsor 



 
VAE survey helps us determine the needVAE survey helps us determine the need



 
““TeamTeam””

 
of VAE certifiers availableof VAE certifiers available



 
Sites may request a visit for training and/or Sites may request a visit for training and/or 
certificationcertification



 
Call Call your your monitor, sponsor or CertifEYEDmonitor, sponsor or CertifEYED

 with questions or issues concerning VAEswith questions or issues concerning VAEs
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VAE numberVAE number



 
Site specificSite specific



 
e.g.:  025e.g.:  025--V1 V1 



 
The first person certified at site 25The first person certified at site 25



 
Each VA worksheet must be signed at the Each VA worksheet must be signed at the 
bottom and the VAE # notedbottom and the VAE # noted



 
No number is reNo number is re--issuedissued



 
The VA worksheet is a source documentThe VA worksheet is a source document
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MASKINGMASKING

When possibleWhen possible, , VAEsVAEs
 

should be should be 
masked masked 



 
Only previous refraction should be suppliedOnly previous refraction should be supplied



 
You may NOT have access to patient chart You may NOT have access to patient chart 
before refraction beginsbefore refraction begins
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EquipmentEquipment



 
RetroRetro--illuminated Box ETDRS illuminated Box ETDRS 



 
Charts, 1,  2, and Charts, 1,  2, and ““RR””

 
(3)(3)



 
Trial lens set with cylindersTrial lens set with cylinders



 
Trial frameTrial frame



 
Pinhole occluderPinhole occluder



 
Tissues/eye pads and paper tapeTissues/eye pads and paper tape



 
1 meter1 meter

 
rigidrigid

 
measuring stickmeasuring stick



 
LensometerLensometer
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Proper Equipment for Refraction Proper Equipment for Refraction 
and Vision Testingand Vision Testing

Pinhole Occluder
Many varieties, one or 
multiple pin holes, are OK
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Proper Equipment for Refraction andProper Equipment for Refraction and
 Vision TestingVision Testing

Lensometer, to measure current 
glasses, automatic or manual

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ferratermora.org/photographer/images/glasses.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ferratermora.org/photographer/images/&h=296&w=435&sz=75&tbnid=tfDDjI63OZEJ:&tbnh=83&tbnw=121&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dglasses%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D&oi=imagesr&start=3
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://japanesecentral.com/Siryoo/pictureclips/clothes/glasses.jpg&imgrefurl=http://japanesecentral.com/Siryoo/pictureclips/clothes/&h=612&w=792&sz=30&tbnid=OEOY4dp0TKYJ:&tbnh=109&tbnw=141&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dglasses%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D&oi=imagesr&start=1
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Trial Lens SetTrial Lens Set

Plastic, metal or wire rim OK, should be 
complete, in good order, not scratched
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Proper Equipment for Refraction and Proper Equipment for Refraction and 
Vision TestingVision Testing

Trial Frames
Be sure they are in good condition, not 
broken, loose or with screws missing
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Proper Equipment for Refraction andProper Equipment for Refraction and
 Vision TestingVision Testing

Lighting conditions
Must be a dimly lit room, <

 
15 foot 

candles (161.4 Lux) can fall on the 
chart when the box is OFF. 
Small reading lamp OK
No light should shine on the 
patient’s face or the light box
You do not need to purchase a light 
meter, sponsor will check
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VA Exam RoomVA Exam Room



 
Must be dimly lit (<15 ft. candles)Must be dimly lit (<15 ft. candles)



 
Must be a 4M unobstructed laneMust be a 4M unobstructed lane



 
Quiet dedicated roomQuiet dedicated room



 
There should not be other exams going on There should not be other exams going on 
simultaneouslysimultaneously
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Box and BulbsBox and Bulbs



 
Bulbs must be changed yearlyBulbs must be changed yearly



 
Must be burned in for 96 hours before useMust be burned in for 96 hours before use



 
Must have spare burned in bulbs on handMust have spare burned in bulbs on hand



 
A sticker should be placed on the back of A sticker should be placed on the back of 
the box with date bulbs were installedthe box with date bulbs were installed
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MUST have baffles (sleeves) in place

The baffles provide even illumination over the testing char
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Equipment Check ListEquipment Check List



 
Will be filled in by your monitor or when Will be filled in by your monitor or when 
visited for  visited for  ““on siteon site””

 
certificationcertification



 
All equipment must be in place and in good All equipment must be in place and in good 
orderorder
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Equipment Check List Equipment Check List (1)(1)

 reviewreview



 
1.  ETDRS 1.  ETDRS chartscharts

 
1, 2 and R (or 3):  Present and in 1, 2 and R (or 3):  Present and in 

good conditiongood condition. Cracked and. Cracked and
 

dirty charts should be dirty charts should be 
replaced. replaced. 



 
2.  Retro illuminated 2.  Retro illuminated box:box:

 
wall mounted or stand wall mounted or stand 



 
3.  Light box correct 3.  Light box correct heightheight

 
(the third row of letters (the third row of letters 

should be between 47 and 51 inches from the floor)should be between 47 and 51 inches from the floor)


 
4.  VA lane should be sufficiently long and 4.  VA lane should be sufficiently long and 
unobstructed unobstructed with a with a closing door closing door for 4 M testingfor 4 M testing



 
5.  Exam room 5.  Exam room dimly litdimly lit, no windows without , no windows without 
shades, etcshades, etc
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Equipment Check List Equipment Check List (2)(2)

 reviewreview



 
6.  Light bulb 6.  Light bulb ““bafflesbaffles””

 
placed on fluorescent placed on fluorescent 

tubes, date bulbs changed,tubes, date bulbs changed,
 

documented  with documented  with 
sticker on boxsticker on box



 
7.  7.  SpareSpare

 
setset

 
of of ““burned inburned in””

 
bulbs (location of bulbs (location of 

spares noted) spares noted) 


 
8.  8.  Trial frameTrial frame, available and in good condition, , available and in good condition, 
complete set of complete set of loose lensesloose lenses

 
including plus or including plus or 

minus cylinders, minus cylinders, hand held cross cylindershand held cross cylinders
 

in in 
.25, .50, and 1.00.25, .50, and 1.00
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Equipment Check List Equipment Check List (3)(3)

 reviewreview



 
9. 9. 1M1M

 
rigidrigid

 
measuring stick, clear permanent measuring stick, clear permanent 

floor markings for 4M floor markings for 4M testingtesting


 
10. Tissue or eye pads and Tape for 10. Tissue or eye pads and Tape for occluding occluding 
the eye not being testedthe eye not being tested



 
11. Pin hole occluder11. Pin hole occluder



 
12. Lensometer12. Lensometer
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Beginning Approximate RefractionBeginning Approximate Refraction
 (refer to VA protocol (refer to VA protocol summary cardsummary card))



 
VAVA>>20/100, no glasses, begin with plano20/100, no glasses, begin with plano



 
VAVA>>20/100, glasses, measure,start there20/100, glasses, measure,start there



 
VAVA<<20/100 cc or sc, retinoscopy or 20/100 cc or sc, retinoscopy or 
autorefractionautorefraction



 
Contact lens wearers:Contact lens wearers:



 
Refract over CL, orRefract over CL, or



 
Remove (preferred), wait 30 minutes and Remove (preferred), wait 30 minutes and 
proceedproceed
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Subjective RefractionSubjective Refraction



 
Using Using Chart RChart R

 
measure VAmeasure VA



 
Patient will be refracted at 1 or 4 M Patient will be refracted at 1 or 4 M 
depending on level of VAdepending on level of VA



 
Clear and permanent floor markings @ Clear and permanent floor markings @ 4M4M



 
For For 1M1M

 
refraction or testing, measure with a refraction or testing, measure with a 

rigid measuring stickrigid measuring stick
 

for each eye from the for each eye from the 
outerouter

 
canthuscanthus

 
to the 2to the 2ndnd

 
letter letter (OS)(OS)

 
or the 4or the 4thth

 letter letter (OD)(OD)

 
of the third line, for EACH EYE of the third line, for EACH EYE 
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Measuring for left eye 
(1M)
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Subjective RefractionSubjective Refraction



 
Adjust trial frame so patient is comfortableAdjust trial frame so patient is comfortable



 
Place spheres in the back cellPlace spheres in the back cell



 
Place cylinders in front, adjust axisPlace cylinders in front, adjust axis



 
Occlude fellow eye with pad and tapeOcclude fellow eye with pad and tape



 
Be sure the trial frame is comfortableBe sure the trial frame is comfortable
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Pupil centered in lens
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Encourage head turning for eccentric fixation 
Eye patched lightly with tape, no peeking



29CertifEYEDPhoropter may NOT be used
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Refraction Protocol SummaryRefraction Protocol Summary

Refraction Distance Check Sphere First Check Cx. Axis then Cx. Power Sphere “Refinement”

If VA on “R” chart is 
between:

Power
(a)

Increment Axis
(b)

Power
(c)

Increment Power
(d)

Increment

20/10 - 20/80
(4 meters)

+.50
-.50

+.50
-.50

.25
JCC

.25
JCC

+.25
-.25

+.25
-.25

+.25
-.25

20/100 - 20/160
(4 meters)

+1.00
-1.00

+1.00
-1.00

.50        
JCC

.50
JCC

+.50
-.50

+.50
-.50

+.50
-.50

20/200 - 20/400
(1 meter)

+2.00
-2.00

+2.00
-2.00

1.00
JCC

1.00
JCC

+1.00
-1.00

+1.00
-1.00

+1.00
-1.00

<20/400
(1.0 meters)

+2.00
-2.00

+2.00
-2.00

No cylinder test required No refinement 
required

Please Refer to Refraction Protocol Summary
(laminated card)
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Refraction, VA 20/10Refraction, VA 20/10--20/8020/80
 Refract at 4MRefract at 4M



 
Spherical Spherical ““challenge lenschallenge lens””::



 
Power: +.50/Power: +.50/--.50.50



 
Increment:  +.50/Increment:  +.50/--.50.50



 
Cylinder:  .25Cylinder:  .25



 
Spherical Spherical ““refinement lensrefinement lens””::



 
Power:  +.25/Power:  +.25/--.25.25



 
Increment:  +.25/Increment:  +.25/--.25.25
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Refraction, VA 20/100Refraction, VA 20/100--20/16020/160
 Refract at 4MRefract at 4M



 
Spherical Spherical ““challenge lenschallenge lens””::



 
Power: +1.00/Power: +1.00/--1.001.00



 
Increment:  +1.00/Increment:  +1.00/--1.001.00



 
Cylinder:  .50Cylinder:  .50



 
Spherical Spherical ““refinement lensrefinement lens””::



 
Power:  +.50/Power:  +.50/--.50.50



 
Increment:  +.50/Increment:  +.50/--.50.50
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Refraction, VA 20/200Refraction, VA 20/200--20/40020/400
 Refract at 1MRefract at 1M



 
Spherical Spherical ““challenge lenschallenge lens””::



 
Power: +2.00/Power: +2.00/--2.002.00



 
Increment:  +2.00/Increment:  +2.00/--2.002.00



 
Cylinder:  1.00Cylinder:  1.00



 
Spherical Spherical ““refinement lensrefinement lens””::



 
Power:  +1.00/Power:  +1.00/--1.001.00



 
Increment:  +1.00/Increment:  +1.00/--1.001.00
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Refraction, VA <20/400Refraction, VA <20/400
 Refract at 1MRefract at 1M



 
Spherical Spherical ““challenge lenschallenge lens””::



 
Power: +2.00/Power: +2.00/--2.002.00



 
Increment:  +2.00/Increment:  +2.00/--2.002.00



 
Cylinder:Cylinder:

 
No cylinder test requiredNo cylinder test required



 
Spherical Spherical ““refinement lensrefinement lens””::

 
No refinement No refinement 

requiredrequired



 
Move patient to 4M if VA improves during Move patient to 4M if VA improves during 
refractionrefraction
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Refraction, plus lensRefraction, plus lens



 
Start with +.50 (+1.00, +2.00) sphereStart with +.50 (+1.00, +2.00) sphere



 
““Better, worse, or no changeBetter, worse, or no change””



 
If better or no change, ADD PLUSIf better or no change, ADD PLUS



 
Continue to add plus, until worseContinue to add plus, until worse
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Refraction, minus lensRefraction, minus lens



 
--.50 (.50 (--1.00, 1.00, --2.00), 2.00), ““better, worse, or no better, worse, or no 
changechange””



 
If worse, go back to plus, confirm worseIf worse, go back to plus, confirm worse



 
If better, must read at least one more letter If better, must read at least one more letter 
to add minus to add minus 



 
Continue with minus until no improvementContinue with minus until no improvement



 
End by checking plus againEnd by checking plus again
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Cylinder AxisCylinder Axis



 
Refine cylinder axisRefine cylinder axis



 
Look at a round letter 2 lines Look at a round letter 2 lines largerlarger than than 
lowest line readlowest line read



 
Explain that the CC makes it Explain that the CC makes it ““blurryblurry””



 
Which is better, #1 or #2Which is better, #1 or #2
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If there is no cx in beginning If there is no cx in beginning 
approximate refractionapproximate refraction

 (do the following)(do the following)



 
Place a +0.50 cylinder at 90, 180, 45, 135Place a +0.50 cylinder at 90, 180, 45, 135



 
Compare better with, or withoutCompare better with, or without



 
If they like it at any of these positions, If they like it at any of these positions, 
place the cx in the trial frame and proceed place the cx in the trial frame and proceed 
with axis and power refinement with the with axis and power refinement with the 
proper JCC for the vision level (.25, or .50)proper JCC for the vision level (.25, or .50)



 
See See ““option 1 and option 2option 1 and option 2”” in the protocolin the protocol
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SuggestedSuggested Axis Steps for CX Axis Steps for CX 
RefinementRefinement



 
<1.00D<1.00D

 
15 degrees15 degrees



 
1.001.00--<2.00D<2.00D

 
1010



 
2.002.00--<3.00D<3.00D

 
55



 
3.003.00--<5.00D<5.00D

 
33



 
5.005.00--<8.00D<8.00D

 
22
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Cylinder Power RefinementCylinder Power Refinement



 
Look at Look at smallestsmallest line patient can seeline patient can see



 
Which position is better, Which position is better, ““oneone””, or , or ““twotwo””



 
Always check axis firstAlways check axis first



 
If cx power changes, check axis againIf cx power changes, check axis again
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Spherical Power RefinementSpherical Power Refinement



 
Always end by Always end by refiningrefining

 
sphere sphere 



 
+/+/--.25 (increment +/.25 (increment +/--.25)    VA 20/10.25)    VA 20/10--20/8020/80



 
+/+/--.50    VA  20/100.50    VA  20/100--20/16020/160



 
+/+/--1.00    VA 20/2001.00    VA 20/200--20/40020/400



 
+/+/--2.00    VA <20/4002.00    VA <20/400



 
Plus, minus, plusPlus, minus, plus
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Record the 4M Refraction Result Record the 4M Refraction Result 
on VA Worksheeton VA Worksheet



 
Record the Record the 4M result4M result



 
If refracted at 1M record what the 4M result If refracted at 1M record what the 4M result 
would be, i.e., subtract  would be, i.e., subtract  ““+0.75+0.75””



 

ExampleExample

 
#1:#1:

 
1M result is 1M result is --1.00+1.00X901.00+1.00X90



 
Record on worksheet Record on worksheet --1.75+1.00X901.75+1.00X90



 

Example #2:Example #2:

 
1M result is +3.251M result is +3.25



 
Record on worksheet +2.50Record on worksheet +2.50
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Best Corrected Visual Acuity TestingBest Corrected Visual Acuity Testing



 
ALLWAYS TEST AT 4M FIRST EVEN IF ALLWAYS TEST AT 4M FIRST EVEN IF 
REFRACTION WAS AT 1MREFRACTION WAS AT 1M



 
When you move to 1M add .75 (do not stack When you move to 1M add .75 (do not stack 
lenses)  and lenses)  and MEASUREMEASURE the distance with the the distance with the 
1M stick1M stick
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Best Corrected Visual Acuity TestingBest Corrected Visual Acuity Testing



 
Chart 1 OD, Chart 2 OSChart 1 OD, Chart 2 OS



 
Hide chart before testingHide chart before testing



 
Always start with ODAlways start with OD



 
Fellow eye occluded  with eye patch and  Fellow eye occluded  with eye patch and  
lightly lightly TAPEDTAPED



 
Lenses in placeLenses in place



 
Patient instructed properly each timePatient instructed properly each time
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Visual Acuity TestingVisual Acuity Testing


 
Always start at top leftAlways start at top left



 
Instruct patientInstruct patient



 
Read Read SLOWLYSLOWLY



 
No numbers, only lettersNo numbers, only letters



 
One chance per letterOne chance per letter



 
Can change mind before going to next Can change mind before going to next 
letterletter



 
Can point briefly if loses placeCan point briefly if loses place
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ScoringScoring


 
Circle correct lettersCircle correct letters



 
X incorrect lettersX incorrect letters



 
Leave blank missed lettersLeave blank missed letters



 
Encourage patient, turn head, try hardEncourage patient, turn head, try hard



 
If they read <20 letters, must check at 1MIf they read <20 letters, must check at 1M



 
>>

 
20 letters read, gets the 20 letters read, gets the ““bonusbonus””



 
Add +0.75 to refraction for 1M testingAdd +0.75 to refraction for 1M testing



 
Do not stack lensesDo not stack lenses
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Example #1Example #1
>> 20 letters read at 4M20 letters read at 4M

Does not need to  read at 1M, Does not need to  read at 1M, 
Gets 30 letter Gets 30 letter ““bonusbonus””

Total Score is 54, Total Score is 54, 
Snellen Equivalent is 20/80Snellen Equivalent is 20/80
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Example #2Example #2
<20 letters read at 4M<20 letters read at 4M

Must read at 1M, Must read at 1M, 
Does not get 30 letter Does not get 30 letter ““bonusbonus””

Total Score is 46Total Score is 46
Snellen equivalent is 20/100Snellen equivalent is 20/100
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Example #3Example #3
<20 letters read at 4M<20 letters read at 4M

Must read at 1M Must read at 1M 
Does not get 30 letter Does not get 30 letter ““bonusbonus””

Total Score is 29Total Score is 29
Snellen equivalent is 20/125Snellen equivalent is 20/125
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ScoringScoring

If they read If they read >>
 

20 letters:20 letters:


 
They do not have to read at 1MThey do not have to read at 1M



 
They get a 30 letter They get a 30 letter ““creditcredit””

 
or or ““bonusbonus””



 
Total score is 4M and 1M score combinedTotal score is 4M and 1M score combined



 
DO NOT FORGET to test at 1M if the 4M DO NOT FORGET to test at 1M if the 4M 
score is < 20score is < 20



 
Snellen Snellen equivalent = equivalent = Lowest line with one or Lowest line with one or 
no errorsno errors



 
EVERY LETTER IS COUNTEDEVERY LETTER IS COUNTED
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Testing Count FingersTesting Count Fingers



 
If they cannot read any letters at 1MIf they cannot read any letters at 1M



 
Test for CF by holding 1,2, or 5 fingers 2 ft. Test for CF by holding 1,2, or 5 fingers 2 ft. 
in front of patientin front of patient



 
Light shining on the hand from behind pt.Light shining on the hand from behind pt.



 
Present randomly 5 timesPresent randomly 5 times



 
Must identify 3 out of 5 presentationsMust identify 3 out of 5 presentations
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Testing Hand MotionTesting Hand Motion



 
If cannot Count FingersIf cannot Count Fingers



 
Test for HM 2 feet in front of patientTest for HM 2 feet in front of patient



 
Move hand up and down, left and rightMove hand up and down, left and right



 
Repeat 5 timesRepeat 5 times



 
Must identify 3 out of 5 timesMust identify 3 out of 5 times
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Testing for Light Perception, Testing for Light Perception, 
No Light PerceptionNo Light Perception



 
Use an indirect at 1 M, maximum voltage Use an indirect at 1 M, maximum voltage 
in a darkened roomin a darkened room



 
Move the beam in and out at least 4 timesMove the beam in and out at least 4 times



 
Must be convinced patient sees LPMust be convinced patient sees LP



 
If not NLPIf not NLP
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Remote VAE Certification TestRemote VAE Certification Test



 
For new certification, until site visit is For new certification, until site visit is 
possible and/or if site visit is waivedpossible and/or if site visit is waived



 
Urgent circumstancesUrgent circumstances



 
For reFor re--certificationcertification
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Remote VAE Certification TestRemote VAE Certification Test



 
Certification Certification 



 
Must be taken via e mailMust be taken via e mail



 
We  We  cannot accept faxed or scannedcannot accept faxed or scanned

 
teststests



 
Remember to type your Remember to type your site numbersite number



 
Corrected test will be eCorrected test will be e--mailed back within mailed back within 
5 business days (usually sooner)5 business days (usually sooner)



 
VAE numberVAE number

 
will be generatedwill be generated



 
Certification e mail letter will be sent to Certification e mail letter will be sent to 
your site, keep in regulatory binderyour site, keep in regulatory binder
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Remote VAE Certification TestRemote VAE Certification Test



 
How do I get the test?How do I get the test?



 
Go to: Go to: www.certifeyed.comwww.certifeyed.com



 
User name: User name: ““xxxxxxxxxxxx””



 
Password: Password: ““xxxxxxxx””



 
ALL VAE RELATED MATERIAL MAY ALL VAE RELATED MATERIAL MAY 
BE FOUND HEREBE FOUND HERE

http://www.certifeyed.com/
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On Site Certification VisitsOn Site Certification Visits



 
Sites will be visited as determined by the Sites will be visited as determined by the 
sponsor sponsor 



 
““TeamTeam””

 
of VAE certifiersof VAE certifiers



 
Sites may request an on site visit for training Sites may request an on site visit for training 
and/or certificationand/or certification



 
We are here to help youWe are here to help you



 
Call or e mail anytimeCall or e mail anytime
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Thank You
?? Questions ??

Call or e mail your monitor, the 
sponsor or CertifYEYED

 
anytime  

kburke@certifEYED.com
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